Can we predict resectability in pancreatic cancer?
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INTRODUCTION

Ductal adenocarcinoma of the pancreas is the fourth leading cause of cancer-related death in the United States.1 It is a devastating disease which remains difficult to detect and treat.2 The importance of continued improvement in diagnostic speed and accuracy, staging of the disease, and treatment can not be overstated as pancreatic carcinoma remains a major cause of cancer mortality despite decreasing in incidence in the past 25 years.1,3

Preoperative staging provides information concerning prognosis and can also help in identifying patients who are likely to be resectable and those who will benefit from chemotherapy and radiation.4 The increasing availability of a wide variety of radiographic and laparoscopic techniques to practicing surgeons and gastroenterologists requires a rational approach to staging which much be individually applied to each patient.5

Resectability and Staging

Historically, most patients who were suspected of having pancreatic cancer underwent exploratory laparotomy. At the time of the operation, the surgeon examined the abdomen for evidence of metastases and, if none were present, made a decision regarding the resectability of the primary tumor. If the tumor was found to be unresectable, surgical palliation would be performed. Proponents of this strategy claimed that with this approach no patient was denied a chance for curative resection. What, then, is the purpose and advantage of preoperative staging? The most compelling reason from the standpoint of surgical treatment is that the likelihood of an attempt at curative resection is elevated from about 25% to over 75% when thorough preoperative staging studies are performed.6-8 Thus, patients in whom an operation will not provide a survival advantage are spared the morbidity of exploratory laparotomy.4 Patients who are candidates for curative resection benefit from staging efforts, in that they may be referred to specialized centers where the morbidity and mortality of pancreatic resection are low.9 In identifying patients with locally unresectable or metastatic disease, preoperative staging designates these patients for less invasive palliative procedures such as endoscopic or percutaneous biliary stenting.10 These patients are also spared a purely diagnostic laparotomy since the techniques of percutaneous and endoscopic fine needle aspiration (FNA) have become safer and more widely utilized.11 Lastly, patients who are candidates for intensive adjuvant and neoadjuvant treatment with chemotherapy and radiation require extensive preoperative assessment in the form of radiographic and laparoscopic staging.4,10

Clinical Contributions to Staging

Most patients who are diagnosed with pancreatic carcinoma are symptomatic. Usually, some combination of jaundice, pain, weight loss, anorexia, and nausea with or without vomiting prompt the patient to seek medical attention. Our experience shows that jaundice and/or pain are present in more than 90% of patients at presentation.12 Some studies have shown that certain symptoms and signs are more indicative of early disease.13-15 Perhaps the most significant of these is jaundice. Kalser et al found that jaundiced patients were nine times more likely to have resectable lesions than non-jaundiced patients diagnosed with pancreatic carcinoma, and Moosa et al stated that, in their experience, 45% of jaundiced patients were resectable vs. 10% of non-jaundiced patients.5,13 This phenomenon can be explained by the fact
that most patients presenting with jaundice have lesions located in the head of the pancreas. Because of their proximity to the bile duct and ampulla, these lesions may become symptomatic earlier in the course of illness relative to lesions in the body and tail of the gland. Jaundice in patients with carcinoma of the left pancreas is always a late sign, usually associated with liver metastases. Thus, jaundice should always be treated as a “potentially early” sign of carcinoma in the head of the pancreas.5

Pain is present in about 80% of patients with pancreatic carcinoma and can have several contributing etiologies.10 Perineural spread or invasion by tumor, capsular stretching, and pancreatic ductal obstruction have all been proposed as mechanisms.5 Some have suggested that pain may be a late symptom, and there is evidence that the presence of pain denotes advanced carcinomas that may be associated with decreased survival.16 Back pain in particular may be associated with decreased survival as it can frequently represent tumors of the pancreatic body and tail.1,14

Early pancreatic cancer is notoriously difficult if not impossible to detect on physical examination; however, it should be noted that there are several signs which are consistent with locally advanced (unresectable) or metastatic disease. Objective weight loss may correlate with higher stage disease.15 The presence of a palpable abdominal mass is associated with advanced stage carcinoma, as is the presence of ascites.4 Remote lymphadenopathy such as “Virchow’s node” (left supraclavicular node) or migrating thrombophlebitis (“Trousseau’s sign”) are signs of late, advanced carcinoma.5

**Computed Tomography**

Computed tomography (CT) is currently the most important single test for the staging of pancreatic carcinoma.1,4,10,17-20 Conventional CT scan with intravenous (IV) contrast enhancement can provide detailed images of the pancreas and surrounding tissues and can yield information concerning tumor size and location, extension to surrounding viscera, invasion of visceral arteries or the portal venous system, and the presence of hepatic or large regional lymph node metastases.4,21 Certainly, metastatic disease to the liver or other distant organs is a sign of unresectability. Other criteria of unresectability are somewhat institutionally dependent; for instance, not all centers consider some degree of portal or superior mesenteric vein involvement to be an absolute contraindication for surgery.2,22 Studies of the efficacy of imaging modalities in staging, however, consider most forms of vascular involvement to be indicative of unresectability.18 Conventional CT seems to have a positive predictive value of between 60 and 80% in determining resectability.23,24 In their review of several studies of CT and staging, Andersen et al found an average negative predictive value of 94% when examining resectability (i.e., conventional CT was very good at demonstrating signs of unresectability – invasion of vasculature or other local invasion; it was not as good at demonstrating a definite absence of those findings – resectability).24

The advent of dual phase helical CT has improved the accuracy of preoperative staging pancreatic carcinoma. This technique generates images after an IV bolus of contrast material during the phase of arterial perfusion of the pancreas, and again (after about 20 seconds) during the phase of portal venous system enhancement.17 Additionally, the rapid acquisition of data with the helical technique decreases patient motion artifact and provides data for the construction of three-dimensional images.21 These images better define the relationship of the tumor to the surrounding vasculature and peripancreatic tissues and provide a detailed “roadmap” of the arterial anatomy in the upper abdomen (Figures 1 and 2). Several studies give excellent evidence for the superiority of dual phase helical CT. Freeny et al reported a positive predictive value of 72% for resectability in a series of 213 patients. They gave a positive predictive value of 100% for unresectability,18 although the true positive predictive value for CT unresectability in this study may be 89% since 6 patients with CT unresectable tumors underwent palliative resections. Bluemke et al found a positive predictive value of 88% for CT resectable tu-
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Recently, Lu et al developed a grading system for vessel involvement using dual phase helical CT. They used 50% circumferential tumor encasement of any vessel (celiac axis, hepatic artery, superior mesenteric artery, portal vein or superior mesenteric vein) as CT evidence of unresectability and found a positive value of 95% and a negative predictive value of 93%.

The studies described above clearly demonstrate the importance of CT in the staging of pancreatic carcinoma. It is noteworthy that in nearly all the reports of CT efficacy, the positive predictive value for unresectability exceeds that of resectability. In other words, the presence of findings such as extensive local invasion or vessel invasion are more reliable than the absence of such findings. We use dual phase helical CT as the initial imaging technique in the staging of pancreatic carcinoma. CT gives information about the resectability of the primary tumor, may show hepatic metastases, and provides detailed images of arterial and portal venous anatomy. Although CT is an excellent initial staging modality, other studies should usually be considered. Specifically, it should be noted that CT scan fails to identify small liver metastases and peritoneal tumor implants which can only be detected laparoscopically through visual inspection or peritoneal washings.

**Endoscopic Ultrasound**

In the past few years, endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) has emerged as an extremely powerful and versatile pancreatic imaging modality. Certainly one of the greatest strengths of EUS is its ability to identify small pancreatic tumors (less than 2cm). In a series by Yasuda et al, EUS correctly identified a pancreatic mass less than 2cm in 100% of patients compared with 57% by ERCP, 29% with conventional CT, and 29% with abdominal ultrasound (US). Rosch et al found similarly superior results for EUS in the detection of small pancreatic tumors.

EUS is also an excellent modality for staging, and may be as useful as late-generation CT in experienced hands. In separate series, Rosch and Tio found that the tumor (T) and lymph node (N) staging of pancreatic carcinoma can be predicted with excellent accuracy using EUS. EUS is perhaps best at identifying peripancreatic vessel invasion, specifically of the portal vein (Figure 3). Rosch et al found that the accuracy of assessing portal vein invasion by EUS was 95%, considerably greater than the ability of conventional CT, US, and angiography. The other advantage of EUS is that suspected carcinomas may be biopsied with a fine needle introduced through the endoscope. The needle tract is short and, in the case of pancreatic head masses, involves only tissues that would be resected via a classic Whipple operation. Regional lymph nodes suspected of malignant involvement may also be biopsied via EUS.

The limitations of EUS in local staging center around the fact that its ability to interpret blood vessel invasion or encasement other than the portal vein is somewhat restricted. Specifically, EUS may not be as accurate in identifying vessel involvement than CT.
Laparoscopy

In the last 10 to 15 years, diagnostic laparoscopy has emerged as an integral part of the staging of pancreatic cancer. As discussed previously, the biggest problem with the existing radiographic staging techniques (i.e. dual phase helical CT) is their inability to detect small peritoneal tumor implants and liver metastases. This problem is well recognized; studies report the presence of metastases in 10 to 40% of patients who underwent exploratory laparotomy. In a recent study at the Massachusetts General Hospital, Jimenez et al showed that 31% of patients (n=39 of 125 total patients) with radiographic stage II and III disease who underwent staging laparoscopy had unsuspected metastases. Almost one-fourth of those patients had micrometastases detected only by peritoneal washings performed during the procedure.

Diagnostic laparoscopy may be indicated for any patient strongly suspected of having pancreatic adenocarcinoma and for whom preoperative radiographic studies show: 1) tumor larger than 2cm (we have found that tumors <2cm have a very low incidence of occult metastases) and 2) no prior evidence of metastatic disease. It is also indicated to establish the absence of metastatic disease in patients who may be enrolled in aggressive preoperative chemotherapy and radiation treatment protocols. We perform laparoscopy as a separate procedure under general anesthesia in order to efficiently plan each patient’s treatment and to ensure sufficient time for the processing of cytology specimens. A 10mm trocar is introduced through or below the umbilicus after the establishment of pneumoperitoneum, and the scope is introduced through this port. The peritoneal surfaces are carefully examined, including the undersurface of the liver; this is facilitated through the use of a rod introduced through a second trocar site in the right upper quadrant. Peritoneal washings are then performed prior to any biopsies. We feel that washings are critically important to the procedure as one-fourth of patients will have evidence of occult metastases (free-floating tumor cells) by lavage only. Lastly, suspicious nodules are biopsied with forceps or, in the liver, with a Tru-Cut needle (Travenol Laboratories, Deerfield, IL). The procedure takes 20 to 30 minutes and is performed on an outpatient or 23 hour observation basis.

Contraindications for diagnostic laparoscopy include clear radiographic evidence of distant metastases and duodenal obstruction. Patients with duodenal obstruction and patients in whom surgical palliation is required need not have diagnostic laparoscopy, since gastroenterostomy should be performed. Relative contraindications include extensive upper abdominal adhesions and large hiatal hernias.

Approach to Preoperative Staging

An algorithmic outline to the preoperative staging of pancreatic carcinoma at the Massachusetts General Hospital is presented in Figure 4. We emphasize the importance of individualizing the approach to each patient, the use of dual phase helical CT as an initial imaging modality, and the use of diagnostic laparoscopy in all patients considered for resection or aggressive chemotherapy and radiation.
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History, Physical Examination, Initial Laboratory Studies = Suspicion of Pancreatic CA

\[ \text{Dual Phase Helical CT} \]

Absence of Pancreatic Mass

\[ \text{ERCP +/- EUS} \]

Alternative Diagnosis

Treatment

Unresectable Mass with No Evidence of Metastases

\[ \text{FNA if No Tissue Dx; Palliation + Consider Aggressive Chemoradiation and Possible IORT} \]

Pretective Staging and Assessment of Resectability of Pancreatic Cancer

No Vessel Invasion; Appears Resectable; Consider EUS, MRI/MRA, and Angiography if Uncertainty Remains

Distant Metastases Present

If Ascites Present, Laparoscopy for Tissue Dx; FNA if No Tissue Dx; Palliation + Consider Chemotherapy

Laparoscopy with Peritoneal Cytology

Resectable Mass

Operative Resection; Consider IORT and Adjuvant Chemoradiation

Figure 4.
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